Audition Information
Auditions will begin on Tuesday, August 20 after school.
1. Prior to auditions:
A. Signup for an audition time online
B. Fill out the online audition form
2. Please bring with you to the audition:
A. A musical score or a recording of what you will be singing (if
necessary)
B. Shoes and clothing that would be appropriate for dancing
2. Everyone must be in the Performing Arts Center at 3:15 to learn the dance
routine.
3. Everyone must prepare a musical number consisting of 16 bars or lasting
about one-minute.
4. If you have not signed up for an audition time, you need to do so as soon as
possible.
5. Auditions will be closed for the singing portion; this means, only the
directors and you will be present during your audition time. You will be
required to work with the choreographer on the technical aspects of dance
prior to or following the singing portion of your audition. You don’t have to
have any previous dance experience. This is just an opportunity for us to
discover if you have a talent for dancing.
7. Callbacks will be posted the day following the conclusion of auditions on the
theatre website. If you are not on the callback list you may still be cast in
the musical. Callbacks will begin at 3:15 in the choir room on
Wednesday, August 21. You do not need to prepare anything for callbacks.
The cast list will be posted Friday, August 23, after school.
8. Note that there is a $200 musical fee. This fee covers costuming, tshirt, production DVD, pictures, and other miscellaneous items. The
production fee should not prevent anyone from auditioning or making
the production. The booster parents are providing opportunities for
students to earn money to pay their production fees. For those that
make the production, all of this will be discussed at the REQUIRED
PARENT/STUDENT meeting on Tuesday, August 27@ 6:00 PM in the
PAC.

